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“In art and dream may you proceed with abandon. In life may you proceed with balance and stealth”        -Patti Smith 
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Renaissance  Literary + Talent Agency              [Los Angeles, CA]                                              [May 2012—Aug. 2012] 
In t e rn  

♦ Used phone etiquette + other office procedures, managed mail, deposits, fully covered busy desk of an assistant in his absence 
♦ Rolled calls, read scripts/manuscripts, wrote coverage, researched + pitched film + book opportunities to owner of the company 

 Nekko                    [Orange, CA]                                               [Aug. 2012—Oct. 2012] 
Art Director  

♦ Co-developed set design plans. Rented + maintained safety + cleanliness standards of 4,000 square foot sound stage 

♦ Managed set construction schedule, department spending, prop acquisition + care. Co-led the art department while shooting 

 

40th Telluride Film Festival   
   Student Symposium Member     [Telluride, CO]                                                [Sept. 2013] 

♦ Selected from a competitive application process, one of 25 students to attend 5+ film screenings daily for a week long festival  
♦ Engaged in critical group discussions about each film, addressing technical, creative, emotional, cultural + artistic aspects  
♦ Participated in thoughtful question + answer forums with directors such as Ken Burns, Werner Herzog, Asghar Farhadi  

 
The Orchard                                                      [Santa Monica, CA]                                             [Sept. 2014—Dec. 2014] 
In t e rn  
♦ Acted as research assistant to acquisitions department: compiled market trends,  statistics + data, film festival lineups + content 
♦ Observed all operations of both a  phys i c a l  +  on l ine  distribution company, screened potential films, gave marketing feedback 
♦ Completed clerical tasks, compiled spreadsheets, used formulas, tracked film release strategies + numbers, shadowed film buyers  

Boy         [Orange, CA]                                                            [Aug. 2010—Oct. 2014] 
Producer 
♦ Developed screenplay over several months. Launched crowd-funding campaign. Assembled crew, scouted + secured locations 
♦ Facilitated casting process. Co-created shooting schedule. Oversaw equipment rentals, adhered to Screen Actors Guild standards 
♦ Managed post-production, purchasing of stock footage. Balanced budget. Marketed film + submitted to film + art festivals  

 

Cheers                   [Orange, CA]                                                             [Aug. 2010—Oct. 2014] 
Writer/ Unit Production Manager  

♦ Consulted with director + producer on concept. Conceived story as an experiment in real-time filmmaking.  

♦ Took creative feedback into account to write many drafts of screenplay, held auditions, character work with cast 
♦ Coordinated meals and transportation for cast + crew. Handled all legalities with Screen Actors Guild,  helped with set design 
♦ Balanced creative + production tasks, filling both roles simultaneously 

 

Teach Cambodia            [Orange, CA]                                                             [Aug. 2010—Oct. 2014] 
Editor  

♦ Assembled 40 minute documentary used as promotion for non-profit organization. Edited existing footage, planned storyline 
♦ Conducted video interviews to include, screened in-progress product, took feedback + incorporated into final edit  

 

 Sagebrush Country            [Orange, CA]                                                             [January 2014]  
Artist 

♦ Planned + executed interactive art show. The theme explored the interface between text + image. Elements included: showcasing 

a collaged book of original photography + poetry, live poetry reading, group art creation allowing audience to spend time with 

poets that inspired my work, as well as contribute to a collaborative piece + receive supplies to begin their own collage book 

 

 

 

 


